
Mars Food Australia 2018 Partnership 



The Challenge The Solution

To become the fastest growing supplier in the top ten dry 

grocery suppliers in Australia and to provide the best 

growth opportunity for the strategic platform ‘Make 

Dinnertime Matter’. The platform was designed to 

invigorate Australia’s emotional connection between 

food, cooking and family and increase the frequency 

meals at home. 

Mars Food Australia required a media partner who 

would enable them to own the ‘dinnertime’ occasion. 

Mars Food Australia partnered with News Corp 

Australia’s Food Corp network. Driven by powerbrands 

taste.com.au and delicious, we integrated across content, 

platforms and media, the solution allowed the Mars 

Food Australia brand to be part of the fabric of 

Australia’s biggest food and recipe destinations to reach 

over 6M Australian grocery buyers and drive the 

dinnertime agenda favourably towards Mars Food 

Australia products. 



Bringing the “Mars Food Australia 2018 Partnership” to life

“Dinnertime & Xmas” Zones + Recipe collections

Bespoke Recipe Creation & 
Distribution

Branded Gallery Content

Editorial Support

Native articles 

Contextual Display Media



The Campaign Highlights
Across the entire campaign, all integrated components  bar one over-delivered against their respective benchmarks. Stand out 

deliveries included:

● Our twelve branded galleries over delivered by 423% to target delivering 508,072 page views against a benchmark of 

120,000

● Our first branded gallery aligned to beginner healthy recipes delivered over 146,000 page views (our goal for all 12 was 

120,000!)

● Our Dinner and Christmas recipe collections delivered really long dwell times - an average of over 3 minutes and 2.8 

minutes respectively  

● Taste editorial were able to facilitate an additional recipe collection titled ‘Dinnertime Classics’ which housed all of Mars 

Food Australia created content which performed very well with a page view total of 119,264. 

● One of our stand out recipe creations were the ‘Cheeseburger sausage roll’ - which was the highest viewed recipe with 

10,522 page views, 8166 unique visitors, 265 printed recipes and 50 times added to consumers shopping list. 

The Taste editorial team delivered over 150 editorial placements across the 5 month campaign period, showing a huge 

amount of support for the Mars Food Australia brand. These placements included Facebook, newsletter mentions, homepage drivers 

and ‘You Might Like’ drivers.  



‘Dinner Time & Christmas’ Zones
In line with the partnership, Taste created a bespoke ‘Dinner Time 

Recipes’ and ‘Christmas’ Zone’ to house all of our Mars Food 

Australia content as part of the partnership.

These zones included our recipes, branded galleries, recipe 

collections relating to Mars Food Australia and selected additional 

editorial articles.

The Dinner Time zone delivered over 394,000 page views and an 

average of 2.28 mins spent on the page.

The Christmas zone delivered over 97,000 page views and an 

average of 2.43 mins spent on the page. 

We had a total of 9 x recipe collections embedded across the two 

zones, along with 1 x collection as additional value in line with the 

zone - “Dinner Time Classics.” 

Our audience spent an average of 3 mins across the collections - 

well above the benchmark of 1 min for editorial content.



Recipe Integration and Distribution

Taste editorial team developed and delivered 18 bespoke recipes (12 x 

static + 6 video) across Taste.com.au with 6 of the 18 recipes running 

across delicious.com.au throughout our partnership. 

These recipes hero-ed Mars Food Australia products from Uncle Bens 

rice cups, MasterFoods sauces, MasterFood Schnitzel mix, and 

MasterFoods herbs and spices. 

The recipes delivered over 65,000 page views across taste.com.au and 

delicious, with the Cheeseburger sausage roll on Taste delivering the 

highest amount of page views. The recipes also had a  reach of 847,726 

people on facebook.

The recipes delivered an average of 1.09 mins engagement across the 

campaign period, with the Sticky lamb chops with chickpea salad 

on delicious  delivering the highest engagement at 2.35 mins.



Recipe Development Highlights & Learnings

Highlights: data - led recipe creation works

Quick and convenient recipes performed well both in page views and 

also dwell times 

● Loaded burrito cups

● Cheats Oyakodon rice bowl

● One - Minute vegetarian lettuce burritos

Trending ingredients recipes enhanced success for -

● Cheeseburger sausage rolls - trending ‘cheese’ and ‘sausage roll’

● Cheesy beef taco bake - trending ‘mexican’ and ‘tray bake’

Learnings

Salads - Although salads are trending, our audience has since moved 

away from traditional meat with simple salad on the side and towards 

big show stopping salads.

Christmas specific recipes - By December people are looking for more 

overtly Christmas mains rather than a summery main that could be good 

for Christmas. 



Recipe Rebrand 

A total of 300 recipes were re-branded using a combination of 

MasterFoods stocks, mustards, spices, tomato & BBQ sauces across the 

Taste & Mars Food Australia partnership.

Total PVS of rebranded recipes = 4,188,184

Total number of printed recipes = 67,339

Average dwell time = 56 seconds

Taste’s Maple Honey Glazed Ham was the highest performing recipe for 

both page views and print outs with 307,992 pvs and 5,542 print outs 

(since launch)

https://www.taste.com.au/recipes/maple-honey-mustard-glazed-ham/ccb580ae-856d-43f

e-8222-9fba1d796682

https://www.taste.com.au/recipes/maple-honey-mustard-glazed-ham/ccb580ae-856d-43fe-8222-9fba1d796682
https://www.taste.com.au/recipes/maple-honey-mustard-glazed-ham/ccb580ae-856d-43fe-8222-9fba1d796682


Branded Galleries

We delivered  12 x branded galleries across the course of the campaign 

period.

Our top performing gallery was the “12 recipes that a healthy eating 

beginner can start with” delivering 28% of the overall page views.

The galleries also had an average engagement  2.27 mins - showing 

that the contextual relevance of our branded gallery themes were right on 

target for our audience.

The combined total reach was 508,072 page views - 423% to the 

benchmark goal of 120,000. 



Native articles

We delivered 3 x standard native articles (2 on Taste.com.au and 1 on 

delicious.com.au) titled - 

● Easy solo meals to treat yourself

● 5 game-changing barbeque hacks

● Uniquely Australian twists to try this Christmas

The highest performing native article was ‘Easy solo meals to treat 

yourself’ on taste.com.au with an impressive 88,734 pv’s and 0.42 

average time spent. This is another example of our audience engaging 

with ‘easy’ ‘quick’ and ‘convenient’ recipe content.  

We delivered a total of 160,317 page views against the benchmark goal of 

75,000 - this is an over-delivery of 213% 



Dinnertime Meal Planner 

Taste.com.au editorial team created 3 x bespoke dinner menu planners 

for Mars Food Australia across the Uncle Bens, Sauce and Christmas 

themed timings.

The highest performing dinner time meal planner titled ‘Easiest-ever 

Christmas Menu Planner’ achieved 57% of the total page views 

with 17,037 pv’s which beat the combined benchmark of 15,000. 

Overall we  over delivered by 195% - delivering 29,381 pvs to the 

benchmark goal of  15,000 pvs



Christmas Quiz 

The Taste editorial team created the ‘Ultimate Christmas food quiz’ which 

tested our audience to see how much of a ‘festive foodie’ they are. The quiz 

ran for a month  across Taste.com.au.

In total we reached 7347 page views finishing at 65.31% to the target of 

11250 page views. The engagement however was quite high at an average 

of 2min 39seconds. 

The underdelivery of this element can be partially due to the busy time of 

year the quiz was released, as well the period of time it was live for. 

To make up the shortfall of 3,903pvs Taste.com.au will re-run the quiz 

during the 2019 Christmas period.



Editorial Value and Support

The taste.com.au editorial team were thrilled to work on this partnership with 

Mars Food Australia, delivering over 150 editorial placements across the 

campaign that promoted:

● Branded galleries

● Bespoke Recipe content

● Both our Dinner Time and Christmas Zones

● Christmas Quiz

● Dinnertime Meal Planner

● Recipe collections

These placements ran across the homepage, the recipe of the day sections, 

popular collections, highlights section, facebook, the weekly newsletter and our 

nav bar - delivering at scale for Mars Food Australia.

Editorial also facilitated an additional recipe collection as well as 

additional product placements within selected video recipes across 

the campaign period to help support Mars Food Australia.



Display Media

Our digital display media* delivered over 71.6 million impressions 

across the 5 month period and over 144,509 clicks 

We had contextual display media for each themed burst (Uncle Bens, 

Sauce, Summer and Christmas) across the campaign period sitting across 

the zone, our branded galleries, the recipe collections and section 

sponsorships. 

Collectively, the recipe ad unit performed the best across taste and 

delicious.com.au - delivering a 3.06% CTR and 9.09% CTR.



Aisle watch Brand Storytelling Video distribution

News Corp Australia produced a 45sec and 15sec Aisle Watch Storytelling 

videos focusing on the MasterFoods Schnitzel mixes which was voted 

Product of the Year in the Consumer Survey of Product Innovation for 

2019!

The videos were distributed on network across Run of Network (15 edit) 

and Run of Category across Food Corp.

Collectively we delivered - 

810,770 impressions

769 clicks

Average 0.09% CTR.

163,056 completed views 108% to the benchmark goal of 150,000 

completed views. 



Campaign Learnings
NPD Products

Key learning from campaign was to know from briefing when final NPD products will be available for recipe 

testing & available in store. Taste editorial team cannot do any testing with sample products due to the risk of the 

flavour profile changing. 

Recipe development  / performance 

Based on recipe results, we found that although salads were trending, our audience had moved away from more 

traditional meat with simple salads and more towards big, show stopping salads which are a meal in themselves.

We identified that terms ‘quick’, ‘easy’ and ‘convenient’ performed well. Our learning is recipes developed that 

are quick should always have the call out in the title in order to better perform.

Christmas Quiz

‘The Ultimate Christmas Food Quiz’ was the only element of the campaign which just missed delivery for this 

campaign. This can be partially due to the busy time of year which the quiz was released as the length of time it 

was live for.



Thank You


